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one
Fifth Avenue Pilgrims Amid the Goats 

This account, written as a letter from “Tex” to a friend, draws a clear line 
between real hunters and outdoorsmen who might smoke and be thin as 
a rail, but who can walk up and down mountains all day, and university 
graduates from fancy schools with degrees and athletic achievements but 
no sense of outdoorsmanship. Authenticity, class, education, masculinity, 
and bodies all matter very much here. Tex strongly identified himself as 
the former, and clearly found the poseurs he sometimes had to guide 
very tedious. One gets the sense that he was sometimes treated rather 
cavalierly by customers because he was a working man for hire, and not 
“one of them.” Rather than complain about it, he found a way to make 
them look as foolish as they were—in stories such as this one. A young 
Ivy Leaguer eager for a chance to shoot a grizzly declines, when they finally 
find one, because he would have to cross a stream and get his feet wet, 
which he refuses to do. The story ends with Tex contemplating how he 
might even prefer the effete and pointless work (at least for a mountain 
man) of driving a bus to guiding this sort of customer. The question of 
authenticity is addressed clearly here: a man who can hunt and take care 
of himself in the mountains is a real man. People with money and fancy 
degrees from fancy schools start this game at a disadvantage. Supposed 
athletic prowess also knocks points off. Mockery directed at a guide with 
a thin body (of which he even makes fun himself) only makes the mocker 
look silly. The hunter’s refusal even to cross a stream and get wet is the 
final nail in the coffin of his masculinity—the guide retreats in disgust. 
This is an odd mixture of machismo and a kind of anti-establishment 
counterculture sensibility, characteristic of the place betwixt and between 
inhabited by Tex.

—AG and JR





By N. Vernon-Wood













two
This Guiding Game 

It turns out that some of the best mountain men are in fact women and 
girls. Tex was delighted by any client’s ability to shake off city behaviour, 
as in the first episode, in favour of rugged mountain masculinity, and his 
delight was not limited by (though it was certainly shaped by) conventions 
about gender. When an anxious and haughty family father turns back to 
town and the nearest stock ticker after a few days on the trail, his wife 
and four daughters turn out to be excellent mountain men, fulfilling all 
the requisites of the mountaineering hunting ethos, from pranks right 
down to excellent shooting. Tex’s mountain masculinity is, therefore, of 
an especially broad and comprehensive sort, connected not primarily to 
sexed bodies but more to gendered behaviour (or rather, in this case, to 
cross-gendered behaviour). As in other cases, Tex combines a type of 
outdoorsmanly machismo with a counter-cultural willingness to accept 
transgressions of convention, in this case gender-bending, and even to 
revel in them. Only the know-it-all professor comes off as irredeemable; 
even though he comes around to Tex’s view of fires in teepees, he makes it 
out to have been his own idea—hardly a surprise in an academic. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood













three
The Last Great Buffalo Drive 

Tex relates a number of past film experiences in this story, though not 
the months he and his family spent in California, when he worked in 
Hollywood as an animal handler, notably on The Call of the Wild. From 
raucous by-play during the shooting of a silent movie and mockery of the 
Alpine folk costumes (lederhosen in particular) featured in the film through 
a well-deserved but painful assault on the backside of a pain-in-the-ass 
assistant director with home-made buckshot, the atmosphere rings true to 
anyone who has ever had the misfortune to hang around a movie set as an 
extra or a relative. Tex clearly spent a good deal of time working on movies. 
His mockery of what directors thought looked real vs. reality is especially 
fresh and apt. Both the buckshot episode and the unintended killing 
of a buffalo, then a rare animal in Canada, were, if true, very masculine 
hi-jinks and would lead to much more serious consequences today. The 
rough-and-tumble of those days is one point of this story, with the implicit 
message that one could no longer get away with such macho goings-on 
(for better or for worse, with the decision left to the reader). 

—AG 





By N. Vernon-Wood

This story was reprinted in an Alberta school anthology: Theresa M. Ford, ed., Western Moods 
(Edmonton, AB: Alberta Education, 1979), 30–36, as an example of humorous Alberta writing.













four
“William, Prepare My Barth” 

This story is the most clearly mocking of gentlemanly big-game hunters, 
and it happens also to be directed programmatically against Tex’s former 
countrymen, the English (called “Woodbiners,” in the slang of the day). 
The prejudice against Englishmen that Tex encountered when he arrived in 
Canada (cf. John Gow’s recollections in Appendix A) was real; appended 
to “help wanted” signs in shop windows was often the coda “Englishmen 
Need not Apply.” As exhibits at the museum in Fort Steele Heritage Town 
in British Columbia document, prejudice against the English middle- and 
upper-class settlers was particularly strong in the mountains of western 
Canada at that time because they were not seen as good settlers. Tex did a 
great deal to shed that stigma, though he never really shed important parts 
of his identity, such as his tea at 11:00, or subscribing to what was then 
still called the Manchester Guardian by air mail. But his desire to distance 
himself from the stereotype of his fellow countrymen means that Tex often 
presented himself as a real Canadian, unlike his English clients, who are 
just tourists.

This story demonstrates Tex’s authentic Canadianness by emphasizing the 
effete and silly gentlemanliness of his clients. Again, mountain masculinity 
is at stake here: excessive bathing, attention to the body and clothing, and 
to comfort are clearly not proper masculine behaviours in the mountains. 
One has the sense that this is situational, and that Tex he would be 
perfectly happy for them to be fastidious English gentlemen at home and 
in private, just as he was a tea-drinker and Guardian-reader—at home and 
in private. But in his stories and out in the wilderness at least, as Tex he 
expected conformity to a masculine ideal of ruggedness and insouciance 
about comportment (washing and comfort) in the mountains—an 
expectation that he passed down to his children and grandchildren, 



much to AG’s annoyance as a child. In “Pipestone Letter No. 1,” Tex notes 
that most guides “generally expect a Pilgrim to be washing, shaving, and 
cleaning his nails, when he ought to be scrambling up a slide to try and bust 
a bear.” Perhaps we can speak of situational norms of ethnic national and 
gender display—but the mocking description of the great hunters sitting in 
Morris chairs in the shade, waiting for beaters to drive a gazelle past their 
guns is too funny to be submitted to dry analysis alone—it is high satire 
and has its own raison d’être. The ending has a nice populist touch. 

—AG and JR



By N. Vernon-Wood













five
Us Winter Sports 

This is the piece with the greatest immediate historical significance, as it 
suggests and describes an origin for the introduction of skiing to the Banff 
area. This new winter sport and the facilities it spawned radically changed 
Banff from the summer resort that it had remained until well into the 
middle years of the twentieth century: the Banff Springs Hotel and Chateau 
Lake Louise simply shut down in winter. Before that, wealthy tourists who 
arrived by sleeper car on the toney cpr Trans-Canada, a stainless-steel 
rhapsody of Art Deco design, took the hot mineral waters at the Cave 
and Basin, walked or went out hunting or fishing—in summer. Here, Tex 
comically refers to the founding of the Skoki Lodge by the Ski Club of the 
Canadian Rockies near Banff in 1931. Skoki Lodge was (and remains) a 
back-country skiing destination three years before Tex’s first boss, Jim 
Brewster, made Sunshine Village into the first ski resort in the Rockies. 
Skiing turned Banff into a year-round tourist destination. Tex refers to 
the anonymous inventor as “some yahoo” who “got to ghost dancing,” 
a reference to the ghost dance of the Plains Indians. The reference is apt: 
diverse Native groups adopted the ghost dance as a mystical way to bring 
back the buffalo herds and become prosperous once again, much as 
(in Tex’s eyes) the Banff area was looking for more ways to bring in 
tourist dollars.

The popularization of the automobile and therefore of cheap mass travel 
made resort skiing wildly popular after the First and Second World Wars, 
but Tex’s stories had all been written before that time—one can only 
imagine what he would have made of skiing day-trippers from Calgary and 
bus-loads of Japanese tourists. Tex’s self-mockery about his clumsy and 
amateurish use of skis is a winning counterpoint to his slightly grudging 
appreciation of Cliff White’s visionary introduction of skiing to the area. 



His point about the money to be earned guiding or teaching skiers was in a 
minor way prophetic, as his own son and daughter-in-law (Bill and Choukie 
Vernon-Wood) would run a small ski-hill near Vernon, and his grandson 
John Gow would start out as a ski instructor at Sunshine Village and finish 
as its general manager, before taking over and building up, in partnership, 
Silver Star Resort near Vernon, thus mirroring Tex’s own trajectory in the 
tourist business from Banff into British Columbia. 

—AG and JR



By N. Vernon-Wood













six
Rams 

This is one of the “straight pieces.” The language is terse and under 
control, though a few westernisms creep in: cayuses, for example, and the 
pragmatic saying, ascribed to “The Indians here, who are mighty hunters,” 
“Any gun good, shootem good.” The topic, theme and tone are close to his 
stories written in character as Tex, but the language is correct and fluid—
almost bland by comparison. Tex’s gifts of characterization and description 
come through here, even if there is no scope for his usual irony and gentle 
mockery. Details concerning the work of an outfitter/guide, such as the 
stacking of camp materials to hand in case of snow, to facilitate set-up, 
add a sense of reality and nearness to the material. The details of the hunt 
itself might interest hunters, given the enormous changes in animal stock, 
techniques and legal regulations since that time. Here Tex also mentions 
the ram he shot for the collection of the Smithsonian, meant to represent a 
normal animal, not a trophy head; this is one of a very few mentions of his 
long-term relationship with the Smithsonian. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood













seven
Tepee Tales 

The framing device in this story is rather different from the others. The 
author puts himself in the position of a client from New York, with his wife, 
who solicits hunting stories from “Jim and Buck,” who are happy to oblige. 
The Buck character clearly stands in for Tex, with his experience of guiding 
a party from New York for over twenty years, as Tex did. Tex’s virtuosity as 
a story-teller comes through here too, in his impersonation of a character 
significantly more grizzled and less tempted than he was to intersperse 
erudite Latinisms and Latin puns, Scriptural allusions or other language 
games into a “mountain man” narrative. The fact that he is able credibly 
to frame the story this way, himself playing the urbane narrator, suggests 
a good deal about the ambivalence of his actual position vis-à-vis his 
colleagues and his customers in the mountains. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood

















eight
An Early Ski Attempt on Mt. Ptarmigan 

This article about the first ski attempt in the Canadian Rockies was written 
for The Canadian Alpine Journal, the official journal of the Alpine Club of 
Canada (acc) since 1907. For many years, The Canadian Alpine Journal 
was the principal place where important landmarks in mountaineering in 
Canada or by Canadians who were members of the acc were described 
and recorded. The purpose of these articles was to provide documentation 
about new routes, as well as provide evidence (sometimes contested by 
other Club members) of important and difficult ascents. At this time, the 
acc was a scientific organization as well as a serious mountaineering club, 
and so Tex did not write this article in his Tex persona, but as the educated 
(even slightly Romantic) Nello Vernon-Wood who rhapsodizes about the 
beauty of the peaks even as he tells us their precise heights. It is worth 
contrasting this story with “Us Winter Sports,” where Tex pokes fun at his 
poor skiing (presumably he was a better skier than this if he was in the 
climbing party) and is suspicious about the building of a ski lodge. There 
is no evidence of that comedy here about similar events, and so this article 
demonstrates how completely Tex/Nello could adopt a convincing writing 
persona and see the world through those eyes. 

—JR





By N. Vernon-Wood









nine
Pipestone Letters No. 1 

This is the first of a series of “Pipestone Letters” running through May 
of 1937. The Pipestone Creek comes down from Pipestone Canyon high 
in the Rockies, and is now in Banff National Park. In Tex’s day, it was 
outside Park boundaries and one of his primary hunting grounds, where 
he had a cabin. The main fun in this piece is directed against a prospective 
customer, McPhee, who wastes Tex’s time and his own with frivolous 
correspondence. But as in “William, Prepare my Barth,” expectations of 
correct masculine behaviour while in the mountains shape the tone and 
content of the rest of this piece. The client arrives in “what the well-dressed 
club man is wearing” (by “club man,” he meant the aristocratic and 
wanna-be aristocratic drones who frequented—and in a few places, still 
do frequent—gentleman’s clubs). He needs some rough handling to make 
him shape up to expectations. Tex has to taunt him when he flags as they 
approach some game. Tex’s slender physique has already been mentioned, 
even questioned, by the client, and now, in response to Tex’s gender-
loaded question why he didn’t just come in summertime instead, to “pick 
posies and hunt butterflies,” the client responds to both Tex’s less-than-
perfectly-masculine body and to his gendered insult: “By the red eyed old 
Jeehosophat, you slabsided long drink of pump water, if you can make it, I 
can.” The client ends up “the dirtiest man between the Crow’s Nest [Pass]

and the Saskatchewan [River].” This dirt and his success in hunting signal 
his successful attainment of “mountain masculinity.”

  —AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









ten
An’ All We Do Is Hunt 

Tex here begins with a theme that also appears in “Tex Reads his Permit,” 
namely the idea that guides are nothing but poachers who have gone 
legal—this was an issue which was close to the bone for Tex, and the 
Warden in question certainly knew that. The jibe sounds right for the 
macho culture of western Canada in general and mountain men in 
particular, then or now. A similar sense of what is work and what is not still 
leads to a certain amount of mockery directed at people who work indoors, 
who “lay around close to the stove all winter, and [buy] their meat.” The 
story is largely about the frustrations of guiding inexperienced “pilgrims” 
(big game hunters) in the mountains.

   —AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









eleven
The Latest from Pipestone 

This piece lampoons the poor hunting and shooting skills of an 
inexperienced client. He fails to attain Tex’s approval because he shoots 
the goat repeatedly after it is clearly dead. The penalty for the hunter’s 
failure to embody proper mountain masculinity is measured by the 
ruined hide, “mulligan meat” (shot up too much for anything but stew, 
mulligatawny) and only one intact horn. The hunter has thus lost both a 
good trophy and the use of the meat, which contravenes a crucial part of 
Tex’s hunting ethos. 

Tex apportions some of the blame to himself, however, for having given the 
hunter the impression that he thought his gun, a 30.30 (a medium-calibre 
rifle) was not much of a “man’s gun.” This tips us to the fact that manhood 
is indeed at stake in this exercise. Revealingly, manhood turns out not to 
be about firepower or raw machismo—it is about skill, just measure, and 
restraint.

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









twelve
Dried Spinach or Moose Steak? 

The story ends with regret for killing a moose that was a favoured pet (and 
money maker) for an aristocratic hotelier—for whom Tex has nothing but 
scorn. This is part of a conscious attempt by Tex to distance himself from 
the effete aristocratic whims and airs of a Marquis who ran a lodge near 
Banff and refused to let anyone hunt on the territory he leased. Tex refers 
to his friends and himself as “waddies,” “proletariat,” and “commoners.” 
They are the ones who have to rally round if there is a problem, but 
otherwise they keep a “respectful distance.” The tone of regret at the end 
(and the use of words like “old reactionaries”) suggests a more gentle 
character and sensibility than does the belligerent populist tone he strikes 
at the beginning. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









thirteen
Tex Reads His Permit 

Tex has only scorn for the new class of local functionary with a university 
education, such as the Park Warden, and is scathing in his dismissal of 
the sorts of things they would learn in university programs devoted to 
“Silviculture, Sikology, Practical Prospectin’, an’ Needlepoint Embroidery” 
(“Tex Reads his Permit”). The book-learned Warden he encounters does 
not disappoint: he is an incompetent woodsman, all officiousness, and 
condescending to boot; in the story, Tex mixes it up with him on account 
of disrespectful comments. Interestingly, it’s not book-learning per se that 
Tex abominates—after all, he clearly had a fair amount of it himself. Rather, 
the new disciplines being taught at university attract his ridicule, as much 
for their own sake as for their utter uselessness for a Park Warden, at least 
in those days—silviculture might come in handy today, though psychology 
will not be any better now than it was then. 

This story is the only one to directly discuss Tex’s long association with 
the Walcotts, and he mentions them only because the “poaching” within 
Park boundaries is for them and the Smithsonian. He guards himself very 
carefully against name-dropping, remarkable for a man who had worked on 
Hollywood films, both in Banff and in California, as an animal handler (for 
instance, on Call of the Wild, 1935), and had a bevy of illustrious clients. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









fourteen
The Guide Knows Everything 

The tender tone of this late story is quite different from the rough-and-
tumble of such earlier pieces as “The Last Buffalo Drive,” with its coarse 
and violent mischief. Tex’s regard for Father Moriarty shows that although 
hunting or fishing prowess was a crucial requisite of true mountain 
masculinity, ethical qualities and practices were equally important, and 
perhaps too an appreciation of philosophical and religious values (at least 
as they applied to animals): Tex cites with quiet approval and no irony the 
Father’s Platonic or rather neo-Thomist sermon to the fish he releases. The 
core values of Tex’s mountain masculinity are emphasized by the contrast 
between the priest’s body (“a paunchy little priest”) and his gentleness 
(“gentle as a woman”) and his ability with a fly and a rod. The literary 
allusions to the fisherman apostles, Izaak Walton’s The Compleat Angler
and Grey of Fallodon’s Fly Fishing1 once again betray the broad reading and 
culture of the author. The story lampoons the tendency of guides to think 
or behave as if they know everything, ending with another tender moment 
between Tex and his son Bill. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









fifteen
Tex: Gentleman’s Gentleman 

This story, published in August 1936, parallels the tale of outrageous laxity 
and lack of mountain masculinity Tex finds in the two British aristocrats 
in “William, Prepare my Barth” (The Sportsman, July 1930). In fact, the 
stories are close enough for this one to be a repetition of the other. The 
two hunters commit every imaginable sin against mountain masculinity: 
they dress too colourfully and too fashionably; they rise late; they wash and 
shave and dress carefully; they want to hunt on horseback, not climbing up 
and down mountains; they do not abide by sporting rules—one tells how 
he shot a sitting grouse through the roof of a tent—and finally, sin of sins, 
they refuse to get wet or dirty, thus destroying their chances of bagging any 
game and redeeming themselves.

  —AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









sixteen
It’s Good to Be Alive 

The language in this story gives the author away as a man who attended 
a Latin school: Tex uses words like “Ol’ Sol,” “sextenarians,” “celerious,” 
“matutinal,” and “vespers” that have Latin origins; yet he also mixes in 
outright malapropisms like “perpendiculous” and “phenominum,” and 
deliberate misspellings (“beautious”), so as not to look overly educated 
and too much like the elitist clients he heartily disliked. 

Here as elsewhere, Tex articulates his philosophy of hunting: it’s fine to kill 
an animal, but only if you are going to use as much of it as you can, not 
just the head and skin for trophies. 

Although the client makes a bit of a fool of himself, at least he admits it. 
A terrifying episode puts things into perspective: Tex’s mild annoyance at 
the client’s comfortable philosophizing about the wonderful day turns into 
agreement by nightfall, after they both have a close shave. 

—AG and JR





By N. Vernon-Wood













seventeen
Tex Takes a Trophy 

Tex recounts a different kind of trophy hunt—one in which not the size of 
the ram’s horns, but the difficulty and challenges of the hunt make up the 
pay-off. He takes care to point out at the beginning and at the end that he 
has no time for persnickety hobbyists who measure horns and antlers as 
a means of ranking trophies, and he is also careful to point out that he is 
hunting for meat as much as for any other reason. As in other places, a 
strong ethical sense about the proper use of an animal’s flesh and thus 
about the ethics of hunting informs this piece. Carrying eighty pounds of 
meat and a large trophy head down a mountain and then all the way home 
is no mean feat—it’s a classic example of virtuous mountain masculinity.

  —AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









eighteen
Sawback Cleans a Laker 

Another Pipestone Letter, this piece pokes gentle fun at the outrageous 
yarns and antics of Tex’s sidekick Sawback and at the credulity of the 
paying customers. It is straightforward in that it has no tension regarding 
Tex’s usual issues: civilization vs. wilderness, masculinity, class, and 
gender. 

Although this story is explicitly set at Lake Minnewanka, just outside Banff 
(Aylmer Point is mentioned twice), this story was clearly written to appeal 
to American readers: When the fishing is good on this lake, Tex writes, 
“all you got to do is heave over yore hook with a pants button or just a 
written invitation onto it, an the Lakers will grab on like a Congressman to 
a pwa appropriation.” The Public Works Administration was a godsend to 
Depression-era communities and their congressmen. The image of elected 
officials eager for appropriations and ear-marks was as familiar then as it is 
now, apparently. This story illustrates clearly that while Tex did not disguise 
the Canadian Rockies, his stories were not about specific places or place, 
and were intended primarily for American readers.

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









nineteen
Sawback Changes His Mind 

This story is one of a pair, written at some remove from each other, that 
addresses a trip with a long-time client, Doc Kent and, with his new wife, 
Diana (Di). In this version, Sawback is skeptical at first, but is won over, 
as is Tex, by the woman’s “sporting” nature, good sense and ability to 
climb and hunt, reversing gender roles and winning the mountain mens’ 
approval for her ability to assume mountain masculinity. Di insists on 
first names (and an abbreviation at that), carries her own rifle through the 
mountains, refuses to give up trailing a gut-shot animal until she finishes 
the job, and skins it herself (thus getting properly dirty, of course). She 
is, therefore, a proper hunter, and a “reg’lar,” one of them: not just an 
honorary man, which would not yet be much, but an honorary mountain 
man. In the other, less charitable, version, “It’s a Woman’s World,” the 
female client plays it closer to the gender conventions of the time, refuses 
to climb or participate in the strenuous business of stalking or skinning, 
preferring to stay near camp; but she manages cool-headedly to bag three 
prime specimens within walking distance of camp, while Tex and Doc 
scramble up and down mountainsides to no avail. Her aplomb and success 
as a hunter win her the guides’ grudging respect. The Pipestone Letters, 
written in the middle of Tex’s writing career (1932–37), are characterized by 
a high generosity of spirit; some of the other stories concentrate more on 
mischief, low fun, or cussedness. A photograph of Diana standing with a 
rifle and a felled mountain goat on scree completes the story. 

—AG and JR





By N. Vernon-Wood









twenty
Tex Tangles With Horribilis

Tex uses the coarse language of the times (“Chinaman,” “Chink,” and 
“coolie”). He is afraid that he has mistaken a Chinese worker for a bear and 
shot him by mistake. His tongue-in-cheek remarks are at best ambiguous: 
“Chinamen are sort of sacrosanct up here, a paternal govt figurin’ they 
are plumb harmless, an’ oncapable of protectin’ themselves in the Crude 
West, so it costs a man plenty even if he only takes a playful poke at one. 
I figger that for blastin’ one I’ll get hung.” It does not stretch charity to read 
this at face value as implying that Chinese workers were indeed harmless 
and that he was in fact afraid that he might just have shot someone who 
posed no threat. But the jocular tone is jarring even if it is meant to be of 
a piece with Tex’s mountain persona. The racist language and tone make it 
hard to read this story with enjoyment today. 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood









twenty-one
Navigatin’ for Namaycush 

“Namaycush,” the fish in this story, is an aboriginal word for fish, but the 
full term refers to the biological name for a type of freshwater salmon 
found in central and eastern North America, Salvelinus namaycush. It 
is possible that Tex could have known this aboriginal word, but since 
the word does not refer to fish or groups of Native people found in the 
Rockies, it could also be that Tex knew the scientific term. It is not the 
only time that Tex uses correct scientific terminology (see “Rams”). 
Instead of a way to showcase his work for the Smithsonian, this time 
the technical reference is the source of the joke in the story, where Tex 
pretends that he and Sawback have been conducting “scientific” research 
during a rather unfortunate attempt to catch a fish. As in other stories, Tex 
combines down-home phrases with Latin references, classical allusions, 
and Hollywood to make him seem as if he belongs in the Rockies, but can 
make fun of redneck habits at the same time. 

—JR





By N. Vernon-Wood













twenty-two
What’s in a Name? 

This late story (1938) echoes earlier satires poking fun at British hunters 
for their love of fancy equipment and gadgets, baths, shaving, and other 
civilian ablutions foreign to the proper mountain man in his mountain 
camp. The “pilgrim” disgraces himself both by his elaborate morning 
toilette and by making a noise that causes a prize moose to bolt. However, 
he redeems himself somewhat by shooting the moose later the same day, 
when it unaccountably shows up where the hunter and Tex are fishing. 
The sly introduction of a gentlemanly code of sportsmanship upends the 
dominant ethos of the piece—animal-savvy guides, stupid pilgrim—when 
the hunter shouts to spook the moose into running… 

—AG





By N. Vernon-Wood













twenty-three
Sawback and the Sporting Proposition 

Tex plays riffs all up and down the scale of language in this piece in 
a virtuoso register worthy of English satirist P.G. Wodehouse. The 
Indian fishing story trades on stereotypes about Aboriginal people as 
fascinating and yet uncultured, certainly, but it also gently lampoons the 
“sportsmanlike” fishing of the white protagonists with a slightly grudging 
nod to the efficiency and practicality of Aboriginal food-gathering. One 
senses here a form of reverse Romantic sensibility about the Noble Savage 
but this time the “Siawash” [aboriginal people], ironically called “noble 
aborigine[s],”1 are the really sensible ones; while white fishermen insist on 
“sporting” conduct in an impractical way. 

—AG and JR





By N. Vernon-Wood













twenty-four
The Wild Goose Chase 

The only story in this collection not signed “N. Vernon-Wood,” this is also 
the only piece not set in the Rockies or adjacent ranges (Selkirks, Cariboos, 
etc). One reason for using a fictitious name is that another story of his, 
“It’s a Woman’s World,” appeared in the same issue of the magazine. Tex 
seems to have been trying his hand at a genre piece outside of his own 
immediate experience—or perhaps he hunted in New Jersey when visiting 
one of his Wall Street or other New York clients [his daughter Dorothy, 
herself also a mountain guide, on and off, until her seventies, visited 
some of them in the 1950s, with my father Harry in tow—AG]. The style 
is clearly the same as in the other “straight stories,” and the gentle irony 
alone would mark this as one of Tex’s. It is worth noting that mountain 
masculinity is transposed here into the register of winter masculinity; a 
man’s ability to withstand the cold functioning as a gauge of his hunting 
prowess on cold marches and sea-shores in early winter. Success comes 
only at the expense of considerable discomfort and risk, though these are 
clearly secondary to the successful hunt and occasion some grumbling on 
the part of the narrator. 

—AG



National Sportsman, October 1938



by Ramon Chesson
Illustrations by the Author













twenty-five
It’s a Woman’s World 

In this story, women get Tex’s respect when they attain a type of 
“mountain manhood. ” But in this case, mountain manliness is mediated 
by the domesticity of the heroine: she stays close to camp and avoids 
strenuous scrambling yet bags the most game. See a similar attitude 
about women in the remarks about the parallel piece, “Sawback Changes 
His Mind.” In this piece, Tex’s rustic sidekick Sawback expresses typical 
misogynist attitudes; Tex chides him for them but in doing so, uses a racist 
slur about Indian drunkenness (“we’ve guided many a female that took 
to huntin’ like an Indian takes to lemon extract”). The female protagonist 
attains a variety of mountain manhood, but mediated, in this case, through 
the feminine gender role of domesticity. The moral here is rather different 
from those stories in which women accede to full mountain masculinity, 
such as the alternative version of this story (as above) or “This Guiding 
Business,” but the message is still clearly that women can hunt and be 
mountain women, in this case. 

—AG and JR





Nello Vernon-Wood

Reprinted in Tales from the Canadian Rockies, ed. Brian Patton (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 
1984; reprint Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1993), 248–252, by permission of William 
Vernon-Wood.













Recollections by his grandson, John R. Gow

Back to the Farm

Source: Bill Vernon-Wood

appendix a





Whiskey and Venison 

Source: Tex Vernon-Wood





Tex



To Simpson Pass with Bill Peyto



Recounted by his grandson, Harry W. Gow
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